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BLOWBACK | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Blowback is a system of operation for self-loading firearms
that obtains energy from the motion of the cartridge case as
it is pushed to the rear by expanding gas .
Blowback | Definition of Blowback by Merriam-Webster
blowback definition: negative reactions or results that were
not intended, such as criticism, protest, or anger. Learn
more.
blowback | Definition of blowback in English by Lexico
Dictionaries
Blowback is a term originating from within the American
Intelligence community, denoting the unintended consequences,
unwanted side-effects, or suffered.
BLOWBACK | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Blowback is a system of operation for self-loading firearms
that obtains energy from the motion of the cartridge case as
it is pushed to the rear by expanding gas .

Blowback - definition of blowback by The Free Dictionary
Whitman is a psychotic religious killer who was caught by
Inspector Morell a former seminarian, whose religious
knowledge led to Whitman's capture. Mario Van Peebles, James
Remar, Sharisse Baker-Bernard. Three ex-cons kidnap a famous
movie star and force her to shoot a live sex.
Blowback dictionary definition | blowback defined
Directed by Karen Gaviola. With Russell Hornsby, Nicki
Micheaux, Erica Hubbard , Rhyon Nicole Brown. Eddie begins to
feel threatened after his partner is.
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Gas-delayed blowback should not be confused with
gas-operation. Watch. Misbegotten
Director:KarenGaviola.Runtime:91min.That possibility has led
some conservatives Blowback advocate military containment of
Beijing. The design must ensure that the delay is long enough
that the Blowback exits the barrel before the cartridge case
clears the chamber.
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